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when you browse the web, chrome may periodically send a list of the top-level domains in order to
improve the speed of dns lookups for top-level domains for which you have configured a search
engine preference. for users who have not installed the default search engine, chrome will use

google as the default search engine for urls that start with a top-level domain. we send the list of top-
level domains that we have collected with every dns lookup, and chrome will only send it once to

google for each of your devices. we will not send the list again after you have opted out of this
feature. we use this information to improve the speed and reliability of our services, for example, by
identifying a slow dns server. the omnibox also allows you to set your default search engine and your

default search provider. you can also specify the location where your saved passwords should be
stored. if youve set a password in chromes password manager, you can set your default search

engine, search provider, and the location of your saved passwords. you can also set your default
search engine for your search provider. you can find settings for location in the privacy and security
> location settings section of chromes settings. this section provides the following settings: require

permissions for third-party tracking when on, visits to some websites will require the android system
to share your location. enable or disable location tracking enabling this will allow websites to track

your location when you visit them. request location when using chrome for android enabling this will
require google to share your location data with the website when you visit the website. require
location on a whitelist of sites requiring location on a whitelist of sites means that chrome only

shares location information with sites you visit if they are on this whitelist. whitelist domains you can
use these domains to require location only for these domains. settings for different types of uses this

is for different use cases when location is being used: “strict” location settings this means that the
website can only use your location when you are signed in to your google account. “moderate”

location settings this means that the website can use your location when you are not signed in to
your google account. “custom” location settings this allows you to specify an individual list of

domains for which you want to enable location tracking. you can choose from a list of domains that
you have previously shared with google, or you can specify a different list of domains to share.

“disabled” location settings this means that the website cannot use your location.
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when you download files, chrome sends a few extra http headers to google to help with the file's
content and file classification. the download headers are also used for the safe browsing checks
described above. if youre signed in to chrome, some of the download headers are used for the

authentication token in addition to the download headers. if youve opted into enhanced protection
(pictured above), chrome may include additional external download headers in the request if google
servers are under attack. if youve chosen to sync your chrome history, and if google is your default
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search engine, the url of the page youre viewing is sent to google in order to provide better,
contextually relevant suggestions. urls are sent only for http pages and https pages, not other

schemes such as file: and ftp:. additionally, chrome may present website and search query
suggestions as soon as you place the cursor in the omnibox, before you start typing. chrome is in the

process of transitioning to a new service to provide these on-focus suggestions. for most users on
desktop versions of chrome, the request and complete set of suggestions are retained on google

servers in order to further improve and personalize the feature. when the url that triggered the set of
suggestions is deleted from your history, the set of suggestions will stop influencing suggestions
personalized to you, and will be deleted; otherwise they are retained in your google account for a
year. for a small portion of users on desktop versions of chrome, and users on mobile versions of

chrome, the logging described in the previous paragraphs apply except that urls are never included
in the 2%% sampling of log data. 5ec8ef588b
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